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Executive Development Programmes and Consultancy

Ahead
of the
Curve

day training course for teachers
from the Guangdong Vocational
College of Hotel Management.
Thirty participants spent two
days training in Dongguan and
one day at the SHTM in Hong
Kong, learning about aspects
of hospitality education ranging
from ccontemporary curricular
design to faculty competence
and career development. Finding
the programme inspiring, many
of the participants reformulated
their approaches to teaching on
returning to the College.
Just three days later, on 25
February, 29 Master of Science
students from FERRANDI Paris, an

Skill upgrading was the focus of
the next event, with Dr Fred Mayo
visiting the School to deliver a very
well attended Certified Hospitality
Educator (CHE®) Workshop on
9-12 July, offering participants the
opportunity to gain the prized
CHE® designation.
Also on the agenda in recent
times was consultancy, with the
School just about to complete a
project for China Gingko Education
Group Company Limited to which it
has been providing advice on and
recommendations for a teaching
hotel to be built in Yibin, a city in
southeastern Sichuan province,
China. This is but one of the projects
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Restaurateurs, Insights Await!
Restaurateurs will finally have the
opportunity to gain comprehensive
insights into tourists’ dining
preferences and behaviour
through analysis of online reviews
thanks to a ground-breaking
study by the SHTM’s Professor
Rob Law and his co-researchers.
Having developed a data-mining
framework to analyse more than
40,000 reviews of restaurants in
Sydney and Melbourne, Australia,
the researchers reveal a range of
tourist preferences and suggest that
their method could be extended to
other areas of tourism.

What Do People Like?

Dr Fred Mayo delivering the Certified Hospitality Educator Workshop

The SHTM places great emphasis
on developing the people and
organisations most capable of
advancing hospitality and tourism,
ensuring they remain ahead of
the curve in a dynamic industry. Its
internationally lauded Executive
Development Programmes and
newly established SHTM+ICON
Consultancy are driving change
throughout the region and beyond,
as recent events attest.
The School’s mission to upgrade
skills and knowledge this year
began on 20 February, with a three-
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internationally renowned culinary
arts school, began a four-week study
programme at the SHTM focusing
on innovations in hospitality and
tourism development in Asia.
The future of the industry was
in the spotlight again on 3 April,
when the SHTM organised a lecture
on “Innovation and Leadership in
Hospitality” at the Grand Bay Hotel
Zhuhai. Later in the month, on 2526 April, the School delivered an
Executive Development Programme
for 21 senior managers from the
Huatian Hotel Group in Hunan.

undertaken since the launch of the
SHTM+ICON Consultancy, which
leverages the School’s research
prowess and Hotel ICON’s practical
experience to craft innovative and
sustainable hospitality-related
solutions for industry and academia.
To learn more about SHTM+ICON
Consultancy and how its team of
world-class experts plans to redefine
the future of the hospitality sector,
please visit https://www.shtm.com.
hk. H

Everyone has to eat, and food
is an important part of our lives.
This is especially true when on
holiday, the researchers argue,
when food plays a “central role” in
tourists’ experiences and accounts
for around a third of their overall
spending. It is hardly surprising,
then, to find that tourism
practitioners demand “insightful
understanding” of tourists’ dining
behaviour and preferences so they
can improve their product offerings
and marketing campaigns. They
are not only interested in tourists’
food type preferences, but also
the “actual dishes they consume”
for different meals. Yet this kind
of information is scarce, mainly
because traditional investigations
using methods such as surveys
cannot capture such a level of
detail on a large scale.

Fortunately, highly popular
websites such as TripAdvisor and
Airbnb encourage users to share
their travel experiences and reviews
of restaurants, hotels and other
services, providing a rich source
of information about tourists’
preferences and behaviour. The
researchers thus sought to develop
a general research framework
that could process and analyse
restaurant reviews and provide
insights into the “preferences and
subjective opinions of tourists”.
To most effectively test their
framework, the researchers realised
they should focus on reviews of
restaurants in Melbourne and
Sydney, the two largest cities in
Australia. They note that “cuisinerelated tourism has become an
essential component” of Australia’s
international marketing strategies,
and that the country offers a
“global cuisine” melding the foods,
flavours and cooking styles of the
substantial migrant population.

Data from TripAdvisor
Using TripAdvisor as an example,
the researchers developed web
crawler software to extract review
contents automatically. Various
pre-processing techniques were
then applied to turn the content
into usable data. For instance,
a geocoding tool was used to
identify reviewers’ locations. Text
mining techniques were used
to identify the words of interest
in the reviews, such as different

food types or dishes, so that they
could be searched for and used in
subsequent analyses. A previously
trained model was applied to the
reviews to estimate the sentiment
expressed in them, and then
to categorise each sentence as
positive , negative or neutral .
The data collection software was
then applied to 40,948 reviews of
2,265 restaurants in Melbourne
and Sydney posted on TripAdvisor.
The location information showed
that the reviewers came from
167 out of all 195 countries in the
world. Given this wide spread, the
researchers decided to focus the
case study on the 14 countries that
contributed the highest number of
reviews, ranging from the UK with
almost 11,000 to Germany with
fewer than 500. These countries
were then grouped as either
Western or Asian.

Preference for the
Familiar
Italian was the most popular
type of cuisine – almost 20%
of the reviews were for Italian
restaurants – followed by Chinese
and Japanese. Certain tourist
groups, particularly those from
Italy, India and France, showed a
strong preference for their “own
national cuisines”, whereas tourists
from Malaysia preferred Chinese
restaurants and those from
Indonesia preferred Japanese and
Thai food. The researchers advise
that tourism practitioners should
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“pay special attention” to these
groups and highlight the availability
of their preferred food options to
improve their “dining experience
and satisfaction”.
The preference for own-country
cuisine did not, however,
necessarily translate into
satisfaction with the food. For
instance, although many Italians
left positive reviews, considerable
numbers expressed quite negative
sentiment, particularly with
reference to sauce and pasta .
Indian tourists seemed to be more
satisfied with restaurants serving
Indian food, particularly “wine,
fish, curry and lamb ”. Restaurant
managers would do well to take
note of the sentiments expressed in
tourists’ reviews, as understanding
which types of food are preferred
and receive the most positive
comments can help managers to
plan menus and direct different
customers to the most popular
dishes among that group.

Tourists love Wine
The study also looked at which
types of food and drink were
offered by different types of
restaurant. As Australia is “famous
for its wine production” and wine
tourism is growing in popularity,
the researchers were not surprised
to find that wine was consumed
in 11 out of 13 restaurant types,
especially those serving Western
cuisines. In pubs, however, beer
was almost four times as popular
as wine, while cafes were most
popular for “light food items” such
as coffee, dessert, egg, cake and
chocolate.
Fewer tourists left reviews for
places where they ate breakfast
than for other meals, but when
they did so, they were most likely
to take breakfast in a café, possibly
because their options are limited
by the opening times of other
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types of restaurants. As cafes are
the least popular place for dinner,
they might do well to focus on
offering “more light food items in
the breakfast menu” to encourage
more visitors at this time of day.
Indian restaurants were the least
popular place for lunch, whereas
cafes were the least popular for
dinner. Restaurant managers
should take note of the different
kinds of foods preferred for
different meals and tailor their
offerings accordingly. Wine, steak
and lamb seem to be highly
popular options for dinner, for
example, whereas salad, burger,
fish, chips and beer should be
reserved for lunch.

Westerners Prefer
Pubs
Western tourists were more likely
than Asians to visit pubs, probably
because they originated in the UK
and, as the researchers note, “many
countries in Europe and North
America are under the influence of
British culture”. There seemed to
be little difference in the preference
for cafes, although Indian tourists
were the least likely to visit them.
Given Westerners preference for
pubs, tourism practitioners could
promote “pub-dining experiences”
to this group.
For many tourists, the features of a
restaurant may be just as important
as its cuisine when deciding where
to dine. The most important feature
was service followed by staff and
price, while value and atmosphere
were rarely mentioned. Noting
that restaurant features seem to be
more important to Western than
to Asian tourists, the researchers
suggest that restaurants that are
more popular with Westerners,
such as Italian restaurants and
pubs, should focus on the quality
of service and other features.
Managers of Chinese, Thai

and Vietnamese restaurants, in
contrast, should “direct their limited
resources to improve food quality”,
as Asian tourists are more likely to
visit these types of restaurant and
are less concerned about features.

Further Potential
Given the comprehensiveness
of their findings, the researchers
comment that their data-mining
framework could be successfully
extended to other areas in need
of better understanding tourists’
preferences. They suggest, for
instance, that with refinement it
could be used to analyse reviewers’
photos of food and restaurants
to “provide insight into tourists
own experience and specific
interests”. Indeed, the potential of
such techniques opens up exciting
possibilities for understanding all
kinds of consumer attitudes and
behaviour.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Online restaurant reviews offer the
possibility of informing practitioners
about tourists’ dining preferences.
• The researchers developed the first
effective way of analysing such
information.
• Food and beverage preferences
depend on restaurant type.
• Western and Asian tourists have
different food and restaurant
preferences.

Huy Quan Vu, Gang Li, Rob
Law and Yanchun Zhang.
(2019). “Exploring Tourist
Dining Preferences Based on
Restaurant Reviews”. Journal of
Travel Research , Vol. 58, No. 1,
pp. 149-167.

Let Tourists Hanker for the
Good Old Days
Film-lovers’ nostalgia can very
effectively maintain the profile of
destinations that have served as
film locations, according to SHTM
professors Sam Kim and Brian
King. In a recently published study
focusing on Taiwanese fans of
Hong Kong films, the researchers
highlight that there is increasing
eagerness to step into the shoes
of favourite film stars and visit
places they have only witnessed
on screen. However, film tourism
of this kind brings both challenges
and opportunities: with new
blockbusters released every day,
memories of older films can quickly
fade. The researchers suggest that
understanding just what drives
nostalgia-based film tourism
will help destinations overcome
potential obstacles to this growing
market segment.

Nostalgic Film
Tourism
In recent decades, places featured
in films – from restaurants and
tower-blocks to coastlines and
even whole cities – have become
increasingly popular with tourists,
who travel across the globe to visit
the locations where their favourite
films were made or shot. Films that
represent past eras are especially
good at evoking nostalgia for
what the researchers describe as
the “good old days”, leading fans
to visit particular destinations to
experience for themselves the
worlds of the films they love.
This trend, known as nostalgiadriven film tourism, is becoming
more and more noticeable. “Films”,
explain the researchers, “are a
window into the past, mirroring the
ethos and interests of the everyday
lives and experiences of earlier

times”. Audiences tend to miss
old films and their associations,
remembering them fondly over the
years, and this sense of nostalgia
may even motivate them to visit
the places they have seen so often
on screen.
As media technologies develop
rapidly, audiences are exposed
to these “pivotal nostalgiagenerating media”, argue the
researchers, through a growing
number of channels – not only
cinema and television, but also
DVDs and Internet platforms such
as YouTube. At the same time,
the development of customised
tour programmes and tourism
facilities worldwide has made it
ever easier to stand in the steps of
our favourite actors, experiencing
familiar film locations from the
perspective of the characters
themselves.
Yet studies have rarely examined
nostalgia as a potential driver of
film tourism. Most have focused
on film tourist intentions to travel
shortly after film releases; few have
tested the influence of nostalgia
on future tourism intentions. To
fill this gap, the researchers set out
to explore the mechanisms of film
nostalgia and, most importantly,
discover how this “window into
the past” shapes film-goers’ future
travel decisions.

Hong Kong Films in
Taiwan
Taiwan was considered the
perfect setting for this exploration.
Taiwanese cinema-goers are
among the most passionate film
tourists, travelling frequently
to Hong Kong to step into the
shoes of much-loved characters

and explore the backdrops of
their favourite comedies or crime
thrillers. This is hardly surprising
given the phenomenal popularity
of Hong Kong films in Taiwan –
since the 1970s it has been their
second largest inbound market
after mainland China.
Not only have these films won
Taiwan’s most prestigious cinema
awards, but they have also shaped
the daily lives and hobbies of a
whole generation of Taiwanese.
The craze is particularly strong
amongst those aged 40 and above,
who, the researchers note, “may
be influenced by nostalgic feelings,
hankering back to the ‘good old
days’ when they were exposed to
Hong Kong films”.
As much of Hong Kong has been
featured in film sets, international
tourists have endless opportunities
to indulge such nostalgia by
personally experiencing film
location attractions. Some explore
the temples featured in Kung Fu
films; others try authentic Hong
Kong food in the cafés, bars and
restaurants of Lan Kwai Fong; and
others again imitate the martial arts
pose of Bruce Lee’s statue on the
Avenue of Stars.
Based on these observations,
the researchers hypothesised
that film nostalgia encourages
Taiwanese film tourists to engage
in several tourism behaviours,
from visiting Hong Kong film
sets and museums to tasting
Hong Kong food and buying film
memorabilia. They identified
various film characteristics likely
to evoke nostalgia, such as the
special effects used for explosions
in Kung Fu films, and various ways
of exhibiting this nostalgia, such as
re-enacting dialogue or gossiping
about characters.
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